Anticline structures - 1st Activity: Cross-sections perpendicular to the fold axis of the anticline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?

Correction area:

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-

Corre
Anticline structures - 2nd Activity: Cross-sections parallel to the fold axis of the anticline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Anticline structures - 3rd Activity: Horizontal Cross-Sections of the anticline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Anticline structures - 4th Activity: Cross-sections parallel to the fold axis of a plunging anticline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question: What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-
Anticline structures - 5th Activity: Horizontal cross-sections of a plunging anticline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?

Correction area:
Syncline structures - 1st Activity: Cross-sections perpendicular to the fold axis of the syncline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question: What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Syncline structures - 2nd Activity: Cross-sections parallel to the fold axis of the syncline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Syncline structures - 3rd Activity: Horizontal Cross-Sections of the syncline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question:
What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Syncline structures - 4th Activity: Cross-sections parallel to the fold axis of a plunging syncline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-

Question: What features are common to these cross-sections?

Correction area:
Syncline structures - 5th Activity: Horizontal cross-sections of a plunging syncline

Assignment: Drawing a cross-section section

Question: What features are common to these cross-sections?

Additional assignment: Drawing another cross-section

Correction area:
Surface features and structures: Cross-section through the Menasheh plateau region
Surface features and structures: Cross-section through the Judean Mountains

Note: the chert layer progressively thins towards the east until it disappears
Surface features and structures: Cross-section through the Negev's fold structures
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